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Interpretable Instance-Based Text Classification for
Social Science Research Projects
Helena Löfström, Tuwe Löfström and Ulf Johansson
Abstract In this study, two groups of respondents have evaluated explanations
generated from an instance-based explanation method called WITE (Weighted
Instance-based Text Explanations). One group consisted of 24 non-experts
who answered a web survey about the words characterising the concepts of
the classes and the other group consisted of three senior researchers and three
respondents from a media house in Sweden who answered a questionnaire with
open questions. The data used originates from one of the researchers’ project on
media consumption in Sweden. The results from the non-experts indicate that
WITE identified many words that corresponded to the human understanding but
also included some insignificant or contrary words as important. In the results
from the expert evaluation, there were indications that there is a risk that the
explanations could persuade the users of the correctness of a prediction, even
if it is incorrect. Consequently, the study indicates that an explanation method
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could be seen as a new actor which is able to persuade and interact with the
humans and cause a change in the results of the classification of a text.
1 Introduction
Nowadays it is possible to automatically classify a large amount of documents
with a high level of accuracy (Guidotti et al, 2018). However, many of the
best performing classifiers behave like black boxes; the data is fed into the
box which produces a prediction that is almost impossible to back-trace and
understand (Ribeiro et al, 2016). If important decisions are to be made based on
predictions, it is important for the user to understand and to evaluate the value
of predictions. Understanding the reasons behind the predictions of a classifier
is necessary in order to detect anomalies, to grasp the inner workings of the
intelligent system and for long-term learning (Martens and Foster, 2014). If
users understand that a classifier may give erroneous predictions, they could
become unwilling to use automatic text classification, in spite of overall good
results (Dzindolet et al, 2003). At the same time, users are more willing to use
text classification if they are given a reason for the erroneous answers (Dzindolet
et al, 2003). When classifying text documents, a general problem is the very
high feature dimensionality, often with tens of thousands of features. The high
dimensionality makes it very difficult for humans to understand the decisions
made by the document classifiers (Martens and Foster, 2014).
Classifying text manually, or coding text as it is called in Social Science, is
complicated and requires several steps. Text data is often messy and can contain
insignificant information, e.g. page numbers or advertisements, making it a
challenge to evaluate the quality of instance-based explanations. Before being
able to code the entire data set, a coding scheme is required to be developed
and the consistency between coders must be evaluated. If the consistency is
low, the coding rules, as well as the definition of classes, must be revised
(Wildemuth, 2009). After the coding of the entire data set, the consistency
must be checked again since the human coders are likely to make mistakes
during the coding, or new coders may have been added since the start. The
coder’s understanding of the classes may also change subtly during the coding
process (Wildemuth, 2009). Human coding is an expensive, time-consuming
and challenging task in a research project. At the same time, it is a crucial
stage in the content analysis process. The transparency of the process is
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seen as one of the advantages of this research method, which highlights the
necessity of understandable explanations if an automatic text classification
should be used (Bryman, 2012).
In the last couple of years, there has been an increased interest in interpretable
machine learning at instance level. Automatic, quantitative evaluations are often
used, but the explanations are to be presented to humans and are required
to be understood by humans (Nguyen, 2018). Some form of human testing
should be included when evaluating the explanations (Kirsch, 2017). The
question should not only be if the system is interpretable, but also to whom
(Tomsett et al, 2018). Different kind of actors are necessary to be approached,
e.g. researchers (Tomsett et al, 2018).
This study aims at contributing to filling the gaps mentioned in the discussion
above by including humans in the evaluation of an instance based explanation
method applied on relevant real world data. In a first evaluation, a group of experts
is asked to motivate their decision to either accept or decline the predictions and
explanations using open questions in a questionnaire. This evaluation addresses
the use case of the paper, which is a researcher having to spend a lot of his
research budget on human coders. The intended use of this technique is to use
automatic text classification to classify documents that the underlying model is
confident about and to provide the human coders with the documents that the
underlying model is uncertain about, along with explanations highlighting the
most important words pointing to any of the categories. In a second evaluation,
another group, with non-experts, has evaluated if the explanation method
manages to associate the most influential words to the correct classes.
In the following section, a background is given covering text classification,
how to construct comprehensive predictions, how to evaluate them, as well as
a description of the suggested solution together with two metrics used in the
study. Section 3 presents related work and in Section 4, the methodology used
in the study is described, presenting details about the text classifier used as well
as the interpretable predictive solution utilized. The method also introduces the
evaluation of the results. In Section 5 results and analyses are presented. The
conclusions and future work are presented in Section 6.
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2 Background
Text classification is a process where a set of documents is divided into subsets
that have something in common. These subsets are called classes or categories.
The labels of the classes are symbolic, and intended to characterize or explain
the documents in the class. The classes can describe different characteristics
of the document such as genre, language, topic etc. Before the process of
automatized text classification may start, the complete document, if not born
digital, is converted into a digital, computable representation which computers
can handle (see e.g. Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011 or Eklund, 2016).
Automatic text classification most often relies heavily on pre-processing, a
step which has great importance for predictive performance but also may
create impediments making it harder to create interpretable predictions. When
manually classifying documents, the human coders are required to read through
each of the documents in the data set and from the rules in the code instructions
decide which class each document belongs to. This is a time-consuming work
and the costs are high, but the transparency of the work is seen as one of its
major advantages (Wildemuth, 2009).
2.1 Constructing Understandable Explanations
There are different types of explanation methods in predictive modeling: Model
(or global) explanation and instance (or local) explanation (see e.g. Martens and
Foster, 2014 or Nguyen, 2018). Another type sometimes mentioned is a rule
explanation (e.g. representing the path from root to leaf in a decision tree). The
model explanation provides greater understanding of the entire classification
model and its performance, while an instance explanation provides greater
understanding of the model’s predictions of a specific instance (see e.g. Martens
and Foster, 2014 or Robnik-Šikonja and Kononenko, 2008). An explanation
method makes the decisions of the classifier transparent, and is in that way
independent of the accuracy of the prediction. However, it is reasonable to
assume that the quality, or at least the usefulness, of the explanations increases
with higher accuracy (Robnik-Šikonja and Kononenko, 2008).
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Algorithm 1:WITE.
Input: The text classifier " , the vector representation G of the document.
1: Calculate the probability estimate for each class: ? = " (G)
2: for all G 5 > 0, i.e. for all words active in G do
3: Inactivate feature 5 in G: G′
5
= 0
4: Calculate probability estimate for each class: ?′
5
= " (G′)
5: Calculate the explanation coefficient: 42 5 = ?′5 − ?
6: Reset G to its original state
7: end for
Output: 42, i.e., how much each feature / word affects each class ?′, i.e., probability estimates
after inactivating each feature 5 .
When constructing an instance-based explanation method, different approaches
can be used. The simplest solution is to use an interpretable model, e.g. a decision
tree. For an interpretable model, the explanation for each instance is derived
directly from the model. Taking a decision tree as an example, the path to the leaf
predicting the instance serves as an explanation of the prediction of the model.
A draw-back with interpretable models is that they are generally less accurate
than more complex, opaque, models like ensembles, SVMs or different kinds
of neural networks. When trying to construct an explanation using an opaque
model, there are generally two distinct steps: The training of an underlying model
used for prediction and a second step in which some form of explanation, based
on the input features, is extracted for each instance. The solution used in this
study, calledWITE (Weighted Instance-based Text Explanations), utilizes the
two-step strategy to construct explanations. WITE (see Algorithm 1) explains
the predictions using the most important set of words for the prediction. Two
metrics are used to measure the quality of the prediction based on the output
from the underlying model, and the relevancy of each existing word:
• Probability estimate (PE): A statistical probability estimate value, used
to express an estimate of the probability for a document to belong to a
certain class. It is intimately connected to the results of the classifier.
• Estimate coefficient (EC): A value used to express in what direction each
word influences the prediction.
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WITE takes as input the text classifier " and the vector representation G of the
document to get explained. The feature vector is binary, where the number 1
indicates an active feature for the current document, i.e. that the word represented
by the feature exists in the document. The algorithm steps through each of
the active features 5 in G in the document, and calculates how the probability
estimate is changed if the feature is excluded from the document. The estimate
coefficient gets a positive value if excluding the feature strengthens the prediction,
and a negative value if it weakens the prediction. The algorithm returns two
lists; one list including how much each feature affects each class and one with
the probability estimates after inactivating each feature 5 .
2.2 Evaluating Interpretability
Automatic evaluations of interpretability are frequently used since they are fast
and easy to reproduce. Such evaluations focus on evaluating quantifiable metrics
capturing some aspect of interpretability, most often using some estimate of
explanation size (see Ribeiro et al, 2016 and Nguyen, 2018).
Many document classification tools need human understanding when making
data-driven classification decisions (Martens and Foster, 2014). If the explana-
tions are faithful and intelligible, the explanationmethods are important in getting
humans to use machine learning more effectively (see Ribeiro et al, 2016).
While an evaluation by humans is necessary, it is not an easy task (see Doshi-
Velez and Kim, 2017). When including humans in evaluating explanations,
the most common approach is to ask closed questions resulting in limited,
quantitative answers (Ribeiro et al, 2016 or Nguyen, 2018). The questions often
evolve around guessing the outcome of the prediction or trusting the prediction,
given a set of words that most strongly affect the prediction (see e.g. Ribeiro
et al, 2016, Nguyen, 2018 or Guidotti et al, 2018).
3 Related Work
In two reviews of explanations of expert systems (Lacave and Diez, 2004)
and Bayesian networks (Lacave and Diez, 2002) the authors point at the
important role of explanations for the acceptance of a system and write that
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without it, the users would not be able to reject a system’s recommendation
when it is wrong and they would be reluctant to accept its advice even when
it is right. This is in line with what Dzindolet et al (2003) writes, with the
experience from the area of psychology. Also in Skitka et al (1999) the author
points out that an automated aid does not necessarily result in a reduction of
human errors, but could cause the creation of new classes of errors. Within
psychology it is known that explanations influence peoples judgements, e.g.
longer explanations, or explanations of scientific phenomena that contain
statements or situations that are non-explanatory, affect the results (see e.g.
Weisberg et al, 2008;Weisberg et al, 2015; Hopkins et al, 2016; Hopkins
et al, 2019). The study by Hopkins et al shows that this effect drops, but still
exists, with higher education or with experts. In Keil (2006) the authors write
about the problems of gaps in explanatory understanding. They discuss how
humans can use others as sources of information and that it is important to know
if these “experts” are to be trusted.
In the survey of explainable AI (Adadi and Berrada, 2018) the authors write
that explanation is a form of social interaction with psychological as well as
cognitive and philosophical projections and that human ideas and behavior
should be more visible in the field.
Today, with effective but opaque black box classifiers, interpretable machine
learning is a hot topic. Several different explanationmethods have been developed
since Martens and Foster (2014) wrote that there were not many researchers
focusing on instance-based explanations and encouraged more research in the
area. The suggested solutions from others have been presented in different
domains, with various ways of explaining the predictions (e.g. words in text
or patches in an image). The focus of explanation methods is often one of
the following: To create the most correct or best interpretative explanations or
the effects on users; if they trust or distrust the system (see e.g. Lacave and
Diez, 2004; Lacave and Diez, 2002; Ribeiro et al, 2016; Dzindolet et al, 2003;
Chiou and Wong, 2010; Adadi and Berrada, 2018). In 2009, Carlsson et al
presented an algorithm providing interpretable instance-based predictions for
the chemoinformatics field where the interpretations were given as the active
sub-parts of the molecules being predicted. The explanation method utilized in
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this study was introduced in Löfström (2018)1 and is inspired by the algorithm
presented by Carlsson et al (2009). Martens and Foster suggested using a set
of words as an explanation to the prediction, where, if one of the words were
excluded, the prediction would change. In 2016 Ribeiro et al introduced an
instance-based explanation method for text classification, Local Interpretable
Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME), where the words are ranked according to
their importance. Following the introduction of LIME, several studies have been
presented which have focused on the evaluation of solutions for instance-based
interpretable text classification (see e.g. Nguyen, 2018; Tomsett et al, 2018;
Pedreschi et al, 2018). LIME uses a bag of words with a specified number
of words to ensure an interpretable representation of the explanations. WITE
explains the predictions of instances by presenting the words that are most
important for the prediction in a sorted list. In Ribeiro et al (2016) the acceptance
of a prediction is used as a synonym to trust. In this study the acceptance of a
prediction is not automatically seen as an expression of trust, and the reasoning
behind the opinion is investigated with open questions.
In the article by Nguyen (2018), it is suggested as a future work to use
more specific application oriented tasks or evaluations, tailored towards specific
user groups. Nguyen also suggests that if explanations are expanded with a
visualization of the class distribution of the most influential words, it could make
the explanations more informative. In this study, in line with the suggestions
of Nguyen, a second group of non-expert respondents have evaluated the most
influential words of each class (see Section 4.4).
Kirsch (2017) points out that users are often not involved or even mentioned
when researchers propose methods and argued that evaluations of explanations
must include some form of user testing. As Tomsett et al (2018) write, it is
not enough to ask if the explanations are interpretable, the question must also
include to whom it should be interpretable. The explanations may be required
to be presented differently depending on the targeted users. Guidotti et al (2018)
also emphasized the importance to ask what kind of decision is affected and
which type of data record is more comprehensible. Tomsett et al (2018) points
out that it is important to define interpretability in relation to a specific task and
user group. In Ribeiro et al (2016) humans that have a basic knowledge and
1 The implementation of the explanation method WITE began in early 2016, before the paper by
Ribeiro et al was published online.
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interest in the content of the data set are recruited, but as well as in the study of
Nguyen (2018) the humans are not experts. In this study, expert respondents
are used and the data used is connected to the respondents’ expertise and to
situations in which explanations could be required.
4 Methodology
This section presents the data set, the experimental setup and the evaluations. In
this study the evaluation is conducted with human users, as suggested in Kirsch
(2017). Two different types of evaluations are performed:
1. Instance-based explanations presented to experts;
2. In evaluation where non-experts indicated to what degree the words esti-
mated to be most closely related to each of the two classes corresponded
to the actual classes.
4.1 Data Set
The data set used in the study is a small subset concerning politics or social
issues of a large corpus of manually classified – or coded – news articles from an
existing research project in Sweden called “Gammelmedia” (Traditional Media).
The human coders were trained and tested before classifying the documents, to
make the result as consistent as possible.
The original data corpus consisted of approximately 5000 documents, but only
about 1000 articles were digitally accessible as pdf-files. It contained articles
covering 15 topics or classes with varying frequency. The two most frequent
classes – Politics and Social Issues – were selected, and after sampling, the data
set consisted of 178 documents from the two classes (with 89 articles per class).
Each document was assigned to either the class Politics or the class Social Issues.
The class given by the human coders was considered as the ground truth. Some
of the documents used were very complex to classify since they were wandering
in subject, covering several different possible topics. The documents also varied
a lot in size, ranging from 27 words to 1446 words. All articles were written in
Swedish, resulting in all explanatory words being in Swedish as well.
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Preprocessing was done in KNIME (Berthold et al, 2008). During preprocessing,
the documents were digitally transformed into text files. Numbers, punctutation
characters, stop words from a list of Swedish stop words and one-letter-words
were all filtered. Then the documents were transformed into indicator features
using bag-of-words. Finally, the indicator variables representing words that only
occurred in less than three documents were filtered. Stemming was not used
since the entire words should be presented in the questionnaire, which might
have affected the predictive performance slightly.
4.2 Experimental Setup
WITE was implemented in Python and all experimentation was performed
using SciKit Learn (Pedregosa et al, 2011). The SciKit Learn classifier
RandomForestClassifier was used with default settings. The PE produced by the
underlying model summed to 1 for the two classes. Leave-one-out evaluation
was used, meaning that one underlying model was evaluated for each document,
using the remaining documents as training set. All documents with a PE below
0.5 was incorrectly predicted as the opposite class. Since WITE use of all words
in the documents in the process, a threshold value of (0,01 EC) was introduced
when selecting at most ten of the most important words (from each class) to
explain each document. Since some words had a very low EC, especially in
the predictions with high PE, this resulted in some cases with very few words
pointing at one of the classes.
When presenting documents to the respondents, no prediction was revealed
for uncertain documents with the argument that uncertain documents would
most likely have had to be handed over to human coders to decide upon. By
revealing an uncertain prediction, the human coders (and the respondents)
could be biased by the revealed prediction, taking no or little heed of the
high degree of uncertainty.
4.3 Expert Evaluation
The results fromWITEwere evaluated with a group of expert respondents. Three
of the respondents were senior researchers working in the domain of media
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science. The senior researchers were responsible for using manual classification
in their research projects and familiar with the documents used, which made
them possess a unique competence for evaluating the results. Using senior
researchers as respondents when evaluating an explanation method applied
to their own research data has not, to the best of our knowledge, been done
before. Consequently, they were familiar with both the process of manual text
classification and with the evaluated data and could benefit from using automatic
text classification in future research projects, in order to transfer funding from
manual coding to research time. They were chosen since their expert knowledge
of the data and the code instructions could make them more inclined to question
erroneous predictions and be more in line with the manual classification. The
other three experts in the group were non-researchers working in a media house
in Sweden. They have different roles in the company, but all of them are well
familiar with similar texts as in the study. Furthermore, this group have, through
their work, a unique knowledge of both the challenge of article categories
and the experience of using automatised content clustering of news articles.
They were chosen since they handle newspaper articles daily, and have a deep
knowledge in the problems of fuzzy newspaper categories. In this group, the
respondents are educated in journalism, sociology and data engineering and
they work with data analysis in different ways.
For practical reasons, since the respondents are very busy people, they could
only make an in-depth analysis of a handful of documents. Six documents were
selected to represent clearly correctly predicted (PE > 0.8), clearly incorrectly
predicted (PE > 0.8) and uncertainly predicted documents (PE around 0.5) from
each class, to cover different kinds of situations. The uncertain predictions
had a probability estimate close to 0.5 for both classes. The respondents were
presented with the article text with important words highlighted, the prediction,
the probability estimates and the list of top explanatory words sorted according
to their weights (see Figure 1 and translation of the explanation words in Table 1).
The respondents were asked to reflect on the prediction in relation to the text,
if the most important words had been selected and if they agreed with the
prediction. The manual classification, used as ground truth and targets, was not
revealed. The expert respondents were given open questions in a self-completion
questionnaire in order to evaluate if the explanations were able to provide them
with insights about the causes of the predictions.
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Figure 1: An example of how each document was presented to the respondents.











heta heated (as in heated discussion)
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4.4 Non-expert Evaluation
To evaluate the overall performance of the words indicated as most important
by WITE, a group of non-experts helped evaluate if WITE had managed to map
the main characteristics of the classes. The group of non-experts were recruited
from a Facebook group of adults, self-identifying as particularly gifted. The
group was chosen because its members represents all parts of society, opinions
and interests, and could be relied upon to provide serious answers. The total
amount of members were 525, among which 24 answered the survey. The survey
was implemented as a web-survey and introduced the respondents by a short text
describing the purpose of the survey and how to respond to the questions. To find
the most important words, EC was averaged over all the documents to achieve
the overall performance for the entire data set. From each class, the fourteen
words with the highest average EC were selected. The respondents were asked
to choose which class they thought was best suited for each word. To avoid any
bias, the words were presented in random order, unique for each participant.
5 Results
5.1 Classification and Algorithm
Before presenting the results from the human respondents, some experimental
results summarizing predictive performance and overall modelling results are
presented in Table 2. The accuracy of the underlying model was 74 %, indicating
that the task was fairly difficult to predict.
Table 2: Summary of the predictive performance of the underlying model and the explanation method.
Class Recall Precision F-measure
Politics 0.60 0.83 0.70
Social Issues 0.88 0.68 0.77
It is evident, from recall, that the underlyingmodel performed better at predicting
Social Issues than Politics. However, part of the explanation is that 64 % of
the instances were predicted as Social Issues, resulting in lower precision for
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Social Issues. The results indicate that the class Politics was more difficult,
which is confirmed by the histogram in Figure 2. The figure plots the probability
estimates produced by the underlying model for all documents coded by the
human coders to belong to either class.


























Figure 2: Histogram over the probability estimates for Documents coded as belonging to each class.
The probability estimates are predicted by the underlying random forest models used.
A rather large proportion of documents, 36 %, had probability estimates in the
range [0.4, 0.6]. If these are considered uncertain, the accuracy among the
remaining documents was 85 %, with only one incorrectly predicted document
coded as Social Issues. The accuracy among uncertain documents was 53 %.
5.2 Expert Evaluations
Tables 3, 4 and 5 list summaries of the answers given by the expert respondents.
The columns in Tables 3 and 4 are: The class given by the human coders, and
considered as the ground truth (Class), the respondent ID (Resp.), whether
the respondent think that the prediction is correct or incorrect (Prediction),
how the respondent would code the document (Coded) and a summary of their
reasoning (Reasoning). The documents are represented by the first letter of their
class – Politics (P) or Social Issues (SI).
Table 3 summarizes how the respondents used the explanations in their
answers for the two correctly predicted documents (one from each class), and
what they were missing from the explanations. The respondents generally agreed
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with the predictions (see also Table 6), and would, based on the explanations,
most often have coded the documents in the same way.
Table 4 summarizes how the respondents used the explanations in their answers
for the two incorrectly predicted documents (one from each class), and what they
were missing from the explanations. The two documents selected as incorrectly
predicted documents had the highest probability estimates, i.e., they were the
most clearly incorrectly predicted documents. Many of the incorrectly predicted
documents were rather uncertain, especially among documents covering Social
Issues (as can be seen in Figure 2). The respondents seemed confused over the
amount of insignificant explanatory words, but still used both the explanatory
words and the text to answer the questions (see also Table 6).
Table 3: The respondents’ answers to the correctly predicted documents.
Class Resp. Prediction Coded Reasoning
P I P correct P The text is explicitly political. The prediction is correct
based on the amount of clearly political words.
P II P correct P Clear focus, concerning formal politics and governance.
P III P correct P A text clearly focused on politic. Points out severalwords
that indicate the other class.
P IV P correct P The text containsmany political terms. Suggests a higher
percentage of probability. Points out words that are too
general.
P V P correct P The words fits well with the predicted class. The text has
a clear political touch.
P VI P correct P The words indicate a high interest in politics. Points out
some insignificant words and some important words that
are missing.
SI I SI correct SI The text has a focus on workers rights. Some words are
insignificant to the text.
SI II SI correct SI The text touches upon broader social issues, but does
not involve formal political bodies.
SI III SI correct SI The text is not strictly political, but deals with a societal
issue. Some words are a bit arbitrarily chosen.
SI IV SI correct SI The text is clearly about the labor market. The classifi-
cation is not entirely clear. Some words are insignificant
to the text.
SI V SI incorrect P The text is about unions, that are more of social issues.
Understands the prediction based on the words. Thinks
that there are several words in the text that have not
been selected and that would have been essential for the
prediction.
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Table 4: The respondents’ answers to the incorrectly predicted documents.
Class Resp. Prediction Coded Reasoning
SI VI SI incorrect SI The respondent writes that there is no red line among the
words. Understands why it is classified into SI based on
the text, but not the words that are considered insignifi-
cant.
P I SI correct P A focus on popular votes and laws put into effect. Some
words are insignificant to both classes.
P II SI correct Probably
P
The text is hard to “pin down” since it is long and wan-
ders in focus.
P III SI incorrect SI Many words point to social issues. The text has not a
clear focus, but more a societal than a political.
P IV SI correct SI The text is correctly classified, based on the words. The
respondent would although classify the text as Social
Issues.
P V SI correct P Agrees with the predictions since there are several words
that are associated with the predicted class. Would clas-
sify the text as the prediction since it is a debate article
with a clearly political angle. Some words point to the
other class.
P VI SI incorrect SI The respondent writes that the correct words have not
been chosen. Would rather classify it as Social Issues.
SI I P correct Probably
SI
Most of the words seems too general to signify either
class. Hard to classify, since a politician makes com-
ments. Probably agree since the text does not concern
itself with the political acts, but instead with a result that
benefits the society.
SI II P partly
correct
P Understands why it is predicted as social issues since the
word “kommunalråd” (local government commissioner)
is involved. The respondent would relate it to formal
politics but writes; “on the other hand it is tucked on in
the end so I can understand why it was downplayed.”
SI III P correct Partly SI Several insignificant words. A simple text, addressing a
socially relevant fact.
SI IV P incorrect SI Do not think the prediction is correct, if looking at the
words but understands the prediction. Would although
classify the text as the prediction.
SI V P incorrect P The respondent does not think the text fits in either class,
but is slightly more political. Does not consider any of
the words as significant to either class. Points out the
word “kommunalrådet” as political.
SI VI P correct SI The respondent writes that there is a strong indication
that it concerns social issues, but the line is fine and it
could be politics as well. Does not point at any of the
words as either significant or insignificant.
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Since the documents were presented as uncertain in Table 5, not revealing any
preferred prediction, prediction agreement was not relevant. Instead of including
the Prediction column, two other columns are included: whether the respondent
found the explanatory words significant, i.e. sufficient to decide how to code the
document (SW); if the explanatory words characterizes the text.
The respondents wrote (see Table 5) that these documents either were hard to
classify or had a high amount of insignificant words. In the majority of answers,
the respondents wrote that they could not classify the documents as belonging
to either class (see also Table 6) and based their decisions on insignificant
explanatory words. In several cases, they based their decision partly on words in
the documents that were not listed as explanatory words, e.g. “kommunstyrelsen”
(municipal government) or “kommunens skolor” (municipal schools).
Table 5: The respondents answers to the documents with uncertain predictions (1/2).
Class Resp. SW Char. Coded Reasoning
P I No Partially None The text is not easy to classify. None of the words
signify either class. Some words characterizes the
text, but do not help with the classification.
P II Yes Yes P Clear case of politics, due to the focus on the
explanatory word “upphandling” (procurement),
the reference to “kommunens skolor” (municipal
schools) in the document and the potential of break-
ing the law.
P III Some No P Most of thewords point to politics. The explanatory
words pointing to Social Issues are insignificant
and important words in the document pointing to
both classes are not identified as explanatory.
P IV Some Partially None The respondent writes that the words are quite
vague and may well explain why the algorithm is
uncertain about the classification.
P V No No None The respondent writes that all the words are too
vague.
P VI No No None The respondent writes that the words have no con-
nection to either class and that the problem is that
the classifier does not find the correct words.
SI I Some Mostly P The word “kommunstyrelsen” (municipal govern-
ment) in the document in combination with the ex-
planatory words “omröstning” (vote) and “förslag”
(proposal) signify the class Politics more than any
of the explanatory words pointing to Social Issues.
SI II Yes Yes P The text has a political focus, due to the emphasis
on the word “kommunstyrelsen” (municipal gov-
ernment) in the text and that the parents would
fight the law.
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Table 5: The respondents answers to the documents with uncertain predictions (2/2).
Class Resp. SW Char. Coded Reasoning
SI III Some Partially None The words characterize the document to some ex-
tent, but several important words in the text that
point to the class Social Issues are omitted.
SI IV Yes Yes P The respondent would classify the text as the clas-
sifier, but points out that the text deals with both
social issues and politics. Removal of any words
would not help with the classification of the text.
SI V Yes No SI The respondent would classify the text as the clas-
sifier, since the political terms are in majority. But
there are words that the respondent did not under-
stand why they where chosen. Points out several
words as insignificant.
SI VI No No P The respondent writes that there are too few words
with a strong connection to the classes to be able
to characterise the text.
Table 6: The number of documents coded by the respondents in accordance with the ground truth
(i.e., the previously coded labels) as captured by the Coded columns of Tables 3, 4 and 5.
Correct Incorrect Neither Class
Correctly Predicted Documents 11 1 0
Incorrectly Predicted Documents 7 5 0
Uncertain Documents 3 4 5
5.3 Non-expert Evaluations
The results of the non-expert survey were analysed on two levels. First the
general explainability: To which extent the words are recognized to belong to
each class by the majority of respondents. Secondly the local explainability:
How many of the respondents that recognized which class each different word
belonged to. Table 7 summarizes the general explainability, using the number
of words that was associated by the majority of respondents to the same class as
WITE had associated the word with.
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Table 7: The number of words that the majority of non-expert respondents associated with the the
same class as the WITE model had associated it with.
WITE / Human Politics Social Issues
Politics 10 4
Social Issues 2 12
The result show that most of the words that WITE most strongly associated
with the two different classes were also associated with the same classes by a
majority of respondents. However, as many as 6 out of 28 words were in fact
associated with the opposite class by the majority. This indicates that WITE
uses several words when predicting a class that might not be associated with the
same class by humans. These results align with the response from the expert
respondents, who point at insignificant words being used by WITE.
When looking at the local explainability presented in Table 8, the distribution
of votes can be seen per word. For words associated by WITE with Politics,
as can be seen in Table 8a, 10 out of 14 words were associated with the
same class by at least 80% of the respondents. Two of these words were
not associated with Politics (which was the class that WITE had associated
it with). When considering words that WITE associated with Social Issues,
as seen in Table 8b, only one word had more than 80% of the respondents
associating the word with Social Issues. 7 of the 14 words were associated with
the same class by only 50–60% of respondents (two of which were associated
with Politics by the majority).
Although a higher percentage of the explanation words in the class Social
Issues were associated by the respondents to belong to that class, the average
agreement in association by the respondents and WITE for the different classes
were similar, 68% for the class Politics, and 70% for the class Social Issues.
In summary, while more words had a distinct mismatch between how humans
and WITE associate words with Politics, the agreement on the remaining
words were rather strong. For Social Issues, on the other hand, the picture is
almost reversed, with a much larger degree of disagreement on which class
the words were associated with.
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Table 8: The explanation words describing each class.
(a) The distribution of answers from the web survey for the class Politics.
%Correct Swedish English
92% Regeringen The Government
64% USA The United States of America, USA
92% Partiet The (political) party
84% President A President
96% Valet The Election
80% Kommunstyrelsen The Municipality Board
100% Parti A political Party
32% Japan The country Japan
16% Ljus Light
80% Politiken The Politics
72% SD Abbreviation for the political party of the Swedish
Democrats
48% Pågå Be Ongoing
20% Användas To be Used
80% Sverigedemokraterna The political party of the Swedish Democrats
68% Average vote in favor of Politics




68% Problemen The Problems
60% Skolan The school
56% Allra A Controversial Insurance Company
60% Öppnar Opening
80% Omkring Around or Surrounding




44% Förändra To Change
40% Nationella National
76% Samhälle Society
70% Average vote in favor of Social Issues
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5.4 Discussion
Summarizing, the respondents agreed in most cases to the prediction, often
pointing to the explanatory words as a reason to their decision. Although the
respondents sometimes questioned the prediction, especially for the incorrectly
predicted documents, they often ended up agreeing nonetheless. Although they
did not know if it was a correct or incorrect prediction, they found evidence in
the explanatory words to support the prediction. As an illustration, respondent II
understood the prediction in one of the incorrectly predicted documents, based
on the importance of one of the explanatory words (see Table 4).
Several of the documents (see Tables 4 and 5) were not easy to classify.
The (senior researcher) respondents sometimes presented arguments that con-
tradicted each other, although they have worked with the data and have been
involved in writing the code instructions for the human coders classifying the
documents (see Table 5).
Previous research has shown that explanations of predictions could alter
the users perception of the predictions, often in a positive direction (see e.g.
Ribeiro et al (2016) or Dzindolet et al (2003)). When using open questions, the
reasoning behind this change of perception could be observed. The results from
the study could indicate that if the words are considered important to the text, the
respondent could get persuaded that the prediction is correct. At the same time it
is important to ask what the goal of the explanation is: To make users accept the
prediction or to make them able to inspect and correct an incorrect prediction.
Considering the disproportional amount of incorrect and unsure predictions in
the questionnaire, it follows that the results from the respondents indicate a more
negative picture of WITE and that the distribution of the different categories of
predictions is important to consider in the analysis of the results. The intention
was to evaluate WITE in an unfavourable situation, but it is important to realize
that it does not mirror the results of the entire data set. The accuracy of the
underlying model was 74%, which indicates that the documents were fairly
difficult to classify. From recall and precision (see Table 2) it is also possible
to see that the class Politics was more difficult to predict than the class Social
Issues. In the questionnaire, the accuracy did not reach more than 33% and the
amount of documents with an unclear prediction were almost twice as high as in
the underlying model, 66% in the questionnaire to 36% in the model. In other
words, the results from the questionnaire could be suspected to be considerably
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less accurate than the results from of the entire data set. Nevertheless, the
distribution of answers from the questionnaire (see Table 6) still mirrors the
results of the classification fairly well.
In the non-expert evaluation, the average agreement between the respondents
and WITE in association of the words were similar between the classes, about
70%. The agreement on the words among the respondents were generally much
higher for words associated by WITE with Politics, even when the respondents
agreed on the opposite class. Even if the average agreement was similar between
the classes, the words that WITE associated with Social Issues were much
more ambiguous to the respondents, with less agreement internally among
the respondents. Nguyen (2018) suggests that an explanation could be more
informative with a visualization of the class distribution for the most influential
words. The results from the non-expert evaluation shows that the most influential
words associated by WITE with each of the classes were most often associated
in a similar way by humans. However, several words considered insignificant
or irrelevant by respondents were included by WITE, which could be seen in
both the expert and non-expert evaluation. One possible reason is the rather
small data sample, with only 178 documents. Even though leave-one-out was
used in the experimentation, to maximize the size of the training set, it is still
a very small sample to learn from, especially considering that the number of
features is many times larger than the number of instances. An expectation is
that a larger corpus of documents would, at least to some extent, solve these
issues, since insignificant words would be less important to the underlying
classifier, thus favoring words more strongly related to the concepts targeted
(i.e., Politics and Social Issues).
6 Conclusions and Future Work
When explaining the predictions from a black box text classifier, a common
approach is to present those words in the document that are most important for
the prediction. As discussed in sections 1 and 3 it is unusual to evaluate the
results with humans and no scientific research has been done, to the best of
our knowledge, evaluating if such explanations are helpful when experts (e.g.
researchers) work with real world data sets.
In this study the results from an instance-based explanation method was
evaluated by three experts from a media house and three senior researchers,
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with a data set from one of the researchers’ own studies. The evaluation was
conducted with open questions in a self completion questionnaire. In the
questionnaire, a disproportional amount of incorrect and uncertain predicted
documents were used, which caused a high amount of insignificant explana-
tory words. The evaluation showed that the respondents used the explanatory
words, but that the noise from insignificant words could confuse and influence
the interpretability of the explanations.
Although the expert respondents had either an intimate knowledge of the
data or the problems with categorising and analysing news articles, they
hesitated to contradict the prediction indicated by the prediction estimate.
They used the explanatory words to either questioning or agreeing with the
prediction, but in most cases they ended up agreeing with what the prediction
estimate indicated. Although they most often wrote that the predictions were
correct, they could argue for the other class or even write that they would
classify the document differently.
Text classification is a difficult task and there is no definite true answer towhich
class the documents should belong, it is a question of interpretation of the text.
The human classification is seen as most accurate, the golden standard or ground
truth.Although the expert respondents either had an intimate knowledge about the
data or of this type of problem, and one of them had written the code instructions,
it did not make them immune from interpreting the text from a new angle when
the explanatory words and the prediction was presented to them.
As discussed earlier in Section 3 it is known within psychology that explana-
tions may influence humans. Studies have also shown that this risk decreases
with higher education or expertise knowledge. Earlier research about explanation
methods show that explanations of predictions may increase the acceptance
of predictions, but since open questions have not been used, the reasons why
has not been known. The assumption is that the increased acceptance is based
on a higher degree of trust.
In this study, the results from the expert respondents indicate, just as in the
larger psychological studies (see Section 3), that even human experts could get
convinced by explanations. Although the sample of experts is small, it shows
that this tendency exists in explanation methods. In this sense an explanation
method could be seen as a possible new actor which is able to persuade and
interact with the humans and cause a change in the human perception of the
document. In a critical situation, as in medical diagnosis or in a situation of
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military decisions, this could lead to fatal consequences if the prediction is
incorrect. Since the number of respondents is small, the results must be seen
as indicative and suggestive for future research directions rather than actual
proof in any specific direction.
In the results from the non-expert evaluation the majority of the words where
correctly identified to each class. As was also discussed in Section 3, it may be
possible that inclusion of a list of words more generally describing the classes
could make an explanation more informative by helping the respondent get a
better grasp of the class concept in general. E.g., in a situation similar to that of
the questionnaire, it may be that adding general words describing the classes
could help the user to question an incorrect prediction.
It would therefore be interesting, as a future work, to study if the increased
acceptance of the predictions when using explanation methods could be a
result of the explanation’s possibility to convince the respondents, and if words
providing a general description of the classes could lessen this effect.
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